Letter 832a
DREAM
Jesus Speaks Clothing
2022-09-28
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Dear Yeshua,
Tuesday, 22 October 2019, 7:45AM.
I woke up sometime between 5:00 and 5:30AM from a dream.
I DREAMED THAT:
I was trying to get a job in a City. I had my bicycle, and I was looking for the right clothes to wear for the
job interview. But I couldn't Kind the clothes that I wanted to wear.
Then I found myself in a Neighborhood searching in one House, and then another. I was looking for my
clothes that belonged to me in both houses. But I was trying to avoid being caught by the residents of the
Houses I was searching in because I was concerned it might appear to them that I was stealing their
clothes. But I wasn’t stealing. I was looking for my clothes and I was just looking wherever I was at. I
wasn't looking for other people’s stuff. I was looking for my stuff.
After searching diligently, I couldn't Kind my clothes, so Kinally the solution that I came up with was:
“Well, I'll just go naked!”
I think I had a shirt, but no pants. To me it was more important that I go to the Job Interview without any
clothes on, rather than not go at all.
Suddenly I hear Jesus speaking directly to me. He says:
“NO. I WANT YOU CLOTHED.”
I responded to Him silently, speaking with my heart, saying:
“OK. I'll Kind something to wear.”
Immediately after that, I turned and saw what looked like three Hispanic Gang-bangers, dressed in all
white cover-alls. A Police OfKicer was present and in the process of apprehending them. I could overhear
that the Gang-bangers were having a conversation with the OfKicer. It appeared, the way I saw it, that he
had apprehended them, and he was investigating their activities in the neighborhood, but he hadn’t put
them under arrest yet. I could see clearly that the Three Hispanics were members of a Gang, and that
their Gang Colors were white overalls. The coveralls were their Gang-sign Uniforms. I could tell by their
appearance and what they were wearing, and by the witnesses of the Holy Spirit, that they were Gangbangers.
END OF DREAM.
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Post Dream Analysis Says That:
I woke up very sore, indicating that I had wrestled. According to the Lord Holy Spirit, the 3 Gang-bangers
were fallen angels who wanted to deceive me into sharing their clothing (white coveralls), since they
could see that I was naked. The Police OfKicer was one of Michael’s Soldiers who was assigned to protect
me from their deception. Since I saw and heard the three fallen angels, they were sent to the Pit right
after I woke up.
Blessings…
R. C. Theophilus
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